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Making a Good Case Great –
The Benefits of a Trial Technician

Attorneys regularly spend years litigating cases before they ever go to trial. If a case does go to
trial, the parties often spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to get to that point. If you find
yourself with a trial on the horizon, make sure you engage with a trial technician to act as your “hot
seat” operator. A trial technician is an expert in presenting evidence electronically and becomes an
integral part of the trial team. Trial attorneys who embrace the use of a multi‐media presentation
in the courtroom by engaging with a trial technician will have a substantial advantage over those
that do not.
As a trial technician, I jump from one trial to the next. This constant exposure to trial keeps my “hot
seat” skills top notch so that the presentation is seamless for every case.
Prior to trial, there are many questions that the trial team must address:








Forensics

How will I present my evidence in trial?
Will any witnesses be testifying via video deposition/videoconference?
Will I want impeachment clips created?
What do I want to do for my opening and closing presentations?
How is the courtroom set up?
Who will run the equipment at trial and troubleshoot any A/V issues?
Does the court require an Equipment Order to bring in equipment, phones, etc.?
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An increasing number of courtrooms are now outfitted for electronic display with dedicated
monitors for counsel, witness, jury, and the judge. If a courtroom is not outfitted for electronic
display, I bring in all hardware necessary to outfit the courtroom, some of which includes the
following:






Projector and screen
Flat Panel Monitors
Document Camera
Printer/Scanner
VGA splitter

To aid the jury’s understanding and help ensure key points are captured, I create visual
demonstratives such as timelines, diagrams, charts, graphs, and animations. I also work with the
trial team to prepare opening and closing PowerPoints while applying optimal design, formatting
themes and visuals to help keep the Jury engaged.
When it comes to operating the “hot seat”, I pull up documents, photographs, and videos on the fly
at the direction of the attorney conducting the examination. Once a trial exhibit is on the screens, I
apply lighting fast annotations by calling out paragraphs and highlighting key text. This provides for
a fluid examination where the witness can look at the screen in front of them to review trial exhibits
and respond to questions instead of taking the time to flip through multiple binders searching for
the specific trial exhibit.
Proper use of trial technology can not make a bad case good, but it can make a good case great.
Remember when you are preparing for your next trial, engage with a professional trial technician
who has a proven track record of success.
Call Fortz Legal at 844.7320.4066 today to learn more about how we can support your next trial.
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